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“Fantastic experience with Virtue Talent and Daniel. Has a real understanding of the industry and the requirements needed. With clear 

communication and relevant info, it’s a pleasure to deal with Virtue knowing the right candidates are put forward each time”. 

- Jo Grayson, General Manager - Multidisciplinary Engineering Consultancy. 

“Dan is passionate about high quality recruitment and engagement. Dan understands the urgency required for mobilising major infrastructure 

projects and meets the needs of the project. He delivers on tight timeframes, making sound assessments on skills, experience and the capability 

of candidates. Great stakeholder management”. 

- Salina Scott, People & Capability Manager – Multidisciplinary Tier One Contractor. 

“It has been great pleasure to work with you. You have provided the excellent services which all I need.  

I will highly recommend you and your service. 

- Le Doan, Senior Engineer – Geotechnical Practice. 

“Daniel is an exceptional lead recruiter and is very knowledgeable about the current infrastructural market in Australia. Dan was responsible for 

recruiting a number of key staff for my team and had an uncanny able ability to fill roles under extremely tight deadlines with highly professional 

candidates. I would highly recommend Daniel for any senior recruitment/HR role”. 

- Fintan Moore, Quality Manager – Tier One Contractor. 

“Daniel Martin, helped me fill a difficult position when I was at Scomi. When he searches, he is a man on a mission and goes above and beyond 

to find the right person and fulfill the brief. He has an amazing since of purpose, a great positive attitude and an unparalleled sense of humour”. 

- Peter Edwards, Railway Systems Expert, Tier Two Contractor. 

“Daniel’s confidence, dedication and meticulousness separate him from his peers in a competitive industry. He has outstanding communication 

skills and a client focus that drive results for both employer and employee. I have recommended Daniel to a number of colleagues and will 

continue to use his services going forwards. I look forward to working together again soon”. 

- Rupert Townsend, National Business Leader – Multidisciplinary Tier One Consultancy. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More can be found via LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/virtue-talent/ or showcase https://showcase.vocalreferences.com/virtue-talent-pty-ltd-45244 

“Daniel understands the civil/structural industry well and gives prospective clients/recruits the confidence that is needed when looking at making 
a career move or change. He also appears to be well organized and considerate of both parties needs throughout the whole recruitment process 
which is a breath of fresh air when dealing with recruiters”. 
 

- Tadd Walford, Associate Director – Structural, Remedial & Civil Engineering Practice. 

“Dan is a consummate professional and an extremely dedicated and hardworking individual. His passion for maintaining the balance for both 

candidate and client satisfaction within a candidate short industry has produced an exceptional quality of candidate for Alstom. His untiring 

commitment makes him a trustworthy agent and a pleasure to work with”. 

- Aimee Beresztan, HR Manager, Global Rail Contractor & Systems Integrator. 

“Daniel assisted us with sourcing some candidates in a role that we had previously had difficulty finding candidates, he was extremely proactive 

and responsive to our request such that we had a candidate, held the interview and agreed to terms in very condensed time scale to our 

expectations. I would recommend Daniel to anyone wanting a trusted partner to assist with your recruitment needs”. 

- Gary Cullen, State Manager, Multidisciplinary PMC. 

“I highly recommend Dan both to candidates looking for a new role and employers. He is personable and intelligent. Dan makes the effort to fully 

understand the industry that he is recruiting for and the requirements of the role. Using this information, he can match the right candidate with 

the right role in the right organisation”. 

- Lee Carrol, Director, Remedial & Forensic Engineering.  

“Daniel is unique among the recruiters with whom I have worked. He successfully holds both the interest of the company and that of the 

candidate in his mind at all times. The result is the right candidate for the right job. Even more important, Daniel is extremely professional and 

passionate about his work”. 

- Alex Giyahi, Principal Transport Planner. 

“I have known Daniel for two years and during this time I have sought his services to place people within my company. I found him to be very 

professional and importantly he goes that extra mile to deliver excellent customer service. On two occasions Daniel successfully filled 2 ‘key 

positions’ in my business with very high-quality people. His supporting paperwork and briefs on candidates was first class and made the task of 

shortlisting candidates for interview very easy. I highly recommend Daniel”.  

- Kevin Taylor, Managing Director, Safety Standards.  
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